Criminal Investigation by Swanson

The Best In A Long Line Of Boring Criminal Justice Books!!!

This text combines research and practical step-by-step procedures, providing a logical framework for students. The text focuses on investigation as a systematic method of inquiry that relies heavily on science as well as human initiative and resourcefulness. This edition includes information on recent crime patterns and detection techniques and contains a new chapter on the future of criminal justice. An instructors manual is available.

My Personal Review:
I bought this book because Im interested in series on discovery such as: Forensic Detectives, Medical Detectives and The Fbi Files. This book describes everything(see table of contents) in detail, from the history of crime investigation till gunshots etc. After almost every subject, the book gives real life examples and pictures. After reading reviews I bought it and I dont regret it. Its the most excellent book in the field and often used on universities. The book isnt cheap, but if youre really interested in these subjects its certainly worth the price.
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